
Arab family of five shot dead as crime
rates in Israel soar
JERUSALEM: Five members of an Arab family were shot dead in their home in
Israel, police said on Wednesday, in the latest in a wave of crime-related
killings in Israel’s Arab communities that has reached a new peak this year.
The shooting of the five, including a woman and two teenagers, in the
northern town of Basmat Tab’un followed a separate incident in which a 50-
year-old man was killed earlier on Wednesday.

Lebanese military court sentences
Daesh official to 160 years in prison
BEIRUT: Lebanese military court has sentenced an official with the extremist
Daesh group to 160 years in prison for carrying out deadly attacks against
security forces and planning others targeting government buildings and
crowded civilian areas, judicial officials said Wednesday.

Morocco aims to become key player in
green hydrogen
RABAT: Morocco has voiced ambitious plans to become North Africa’s top player
in the emerging “green hydrogen” sector, with plans to export the clean-
burning fuel to Europe.

Hydrogen is seen as a clean energy source that can help the world phase out
fossil fuels and reduce atmospheric carbon emissions in the battle to slow
global warming.

Morocco, which already runs large solar power plants, also hopes to harness
green hydrogen — the kind made without burning fossil fuels — for its
sizeable fertilizer sector.
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US targets Iran drone procurement
network, accuses it of aiding Russia
WASHINGTON: The United States on Wednesday imposed sanctions on a network it
said was helping procure sensitive parts for Iran’s drone program, and
accused Tehran of supplying Russia with drones to support Moscow’s invasion
of Ukraine.
The network has facilitated shipments and financial transactions in support
of the powerful Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps’ (IRGC) procurement of a
critical component used in Iran’s Shahed-136 drones, the Treasury Department
said in a statement.

Israel says it foiled Iranian plot to
target, spy on senior Israeli
politicians
JERUSALEM: Israel arrested five Palestinians in a plot allegedly hatched in
Iran to target and spy on senior Israeli politicians, including Israel’s far-
right national security minister, the country’s internal security agency said
Wednesday.
The Shin Bet security service alleged that an Iranian security official
living in neighboring Jordan had recruited three Palestinian men in the
Israeli-occupied West Bank and another two Palestinian citizens of Israel to
gather intelligence about several high-profile Israeli politicians.
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